In a changing environment, small RNAs (sRNAs) play an important role in the post-18 transcriptional regulation of gene expression and can vary in abundance depending on the 19 conditions experienced by an individual (phenotypic plasticity) and its parents (non-genetic 20 inheritance). Many sRNAs are unusual in that they can be produced in two ways, either 21 using genomic DNA as the template (primary sRNAs) or existing sRNAs as the template 22 (secondary sRNAs). Thus, organisms can evolve rapid plastic responses to their current 23 environment by adjusting the amplification rate of sRNA templates. sRNA levels can also 24 be transmitted transgenerationally by the direct transfer of either sRNAs or the proteins 25 involved in amplification. Theory is needed to describe the selective forces acting on sRNA 26 levels, accounting for the dual nature of sRNAs as regulatory elements and templates for 27 amplification and for the potential to transmit sRNAs and their amplification agents to 28 offspring. Here, we develop a model to study the dynamics of sRNA production and inheri-29 tance in a fluctuating environment. We tested the selective advantage of mutants capable of 30 sRNA-mediated phenotypic plasticity within resident populations with fixed levels of sRNA 31 transcription. Even when the resident was allowed to evolve an optimal constant rate of 32 sRNA production, plastic amplification rates capable of responding to environmental con-33 ditions were favored. By contrast, mechanisms allowing sRNA transcripts or amplification 34 agents to be inherited were favored primarily when parents and offspring face similar envi-35 ronments and when selection acts before the optimal level of sRNA can be reached within 36 the organism. Our study provides a clear set of testable predictions for the evolution of 37 sRNA-related mechanisms of phenotypic plasticity and transgenerational inheritance. 38 39
evolved to be adaptive, bringing the value of b closer to the optimal b W max,g in that generation.
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Plasticity is, however, limited and only allows the amplification rate to shift a fraction P b of the 181 way between the individual's initial amplification rate b (inherited from the previous generation) 182 and the optimum b W max,g . Plasticity is absent in strategies A-C (P b = 0), which means that
Somatic plasticity within an individual generation occurs for strategies D and E, such that the 185 somatic amplification rate b * g+1 in generation g+1 differs from the adult germline in the previous
Transgenerational inheritance of the amplification rate, via transmission of templates, am-188 plification agents, or epigenetic modification of those agents [67; 68; 69] , is allowed in strategies 189 E and F and is modeled via changes in the germline value of b # from the adult parent (genera-190 tion g) to adult offspring (generation g +1), depending on the environment experienced between 191 these two stages: to offspring, we vary the fraction r germ of sRNAs that could be passed from the parental germ 198 cell to the zygote. Specifically, given the density of sRNAs in adult cells (n f inal ), the amount 199 inherited in the zygote (n initial ) in the next generation is set to n initial,g+1 = r germ · n f inal,g . We
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assume that n f inal results from the production of sRNAs throughout development according 201 to Equation 1 and is the same in the germline and in somatic cells. In addition to being a 202 characteristic of Strategy C, we briefly explore the evolution of the transmission ratio r germ for 203 strategies D-F. of reference, will represent a measure of how stressful the environment is to the organism.
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In benign environments ( = 0), maximum fitness is achieved even when producing low to no 211 amounts of the particular sRNA being modeled. In stressful environments, maximum fitness is 212 achieved only by producing high amounts of this sRNA.
213
Transgenerational inheritance is predicted to be favorable when environmental conditions 214 are more similar between parents and offspring than between more distant points in time (i.e., 215 positively autocorrelated). In order to explore the impact of environmental autocorrelations, 216 we hold the fraction of time that the environment was stressful ( = 0.9) or benign ( = 0.1) 217 constant at 50% each ( = 0.5). Thus, organisms always face the same array of environments, 218 just in different orders over time. For different orderings, we use the probability that the en- :
where the first term represents the cost (C n ) associated with sRNA production (n) plus the cost 233 associated with the plastic response in amplification rate b (C b ). The second term of the fitness 234 function is the benefit of matching sRNA production to environmental conditions. Specifically, 
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The form of equation 7 allows asymmetries in the fitness effects of sRNA production in 242 stressful and benign environments ( Figure 2 ). Specifically, the production of sRNAs in benign 243 conditions is assumed to have a milder fitness effect than the benefits of production under stress-244 ful conditions. A plastic amplification rate (P b > 0) has the benefit of bringing sRNA amounts 245 closer to the optimum under different environmental conditions and can strongly increase fitness, 246 but this plasticity in amplification rate comes at a cost (C b · P b ). 
We assume a simple genetic model where each strategy can be encoded by a mutation at a 248 single gene, in which case a mutant strategy will spread within a wildtype population if it has 249 a higher geometric mean fitness (W GEO ) over the set of environments encountered, where:
With sRNA transmission across generations (r germ > 0), the amount of sRNAs in the zygote, 251 n initial , depends on ancestral production of sRNA and varies across the repeated G = 20 periods; 252 we thus calculated the geometric mean fitness after allowing n initial at the beginning of a period 253 to reach a stable value. 254 We next determine the environmental conditions under which mutant strategies (strategies 255 B-F; superscript "+") can invade a resident wildtype population (strategy A; superscript "−"), 256 with parameters summarized in Table 1 . To assess the strength of selection, on average, in favor 257 of a mutant strategy, we use the selection coefficient s + calculated from the relative geometric 258 mean fitness of the mutant:
Because we are particularly interested in cases where selection is strong, we illustrate where 260 selection on the mutant becomes weaker in magnitude than | s + |= 0.001, as drift is then likely 261 to dominate selection even in populations of moderate size (N ≤ 1000; [70] ) 262 We assume that the degradation rate d is an intrinsic stability property of the sRNA molecule the optimal level in a benign environment (0) and in a stressful environment (8.68; Figure 2 ).
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Because strategy A lacks plasticity, the optimal transcription rate µ is the same regardless of Similarly, mutants capable of transmitting sRNA across generations (r + germ > 0, strategy C) are 295 unable to invade a resident population of strategy A (Figure 4 , upper panels). As neither of 296 these strategies involve plastic responses to the environment, the results are insensitive to the 297 order of environments encountered (p ).
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Because we assume that strategy A has an sRNA transcription rate that is the best possible 299 fixed strategy for the environmental conditions experienced, strategies B and C can only increase sRNA levels beyond the already optimal level produced via transcription and therefore cannot 301 be fitter than strategy A. However, if the system is constrained such that sRNA abundance is 302 not able to reach the optimal sRNA level within an individual generation, sRNA amplification 303 (b + > 0) and/or transmission (r + germ > 0) can become selectively advantageous.
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To explore such constraints, we investigate a case where the dynamics are slowed by a 305 factor 0.75 (multiplying b, d, m, and µ by 0.75), in which case the same steady state level of 306 sRNA would be reached but over a longer period of time ( Figure S2 ). With slower dynamics, 307 sRNA levels do not reach the optimal fixed level within one generation. In this case, we find 308 an advantage to amplification of sRNA or transgenerational inheritance of sRNA (Figure 4 ;
bottom panels).
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Although not explored, we expect that sRNA amplification and inheritance would also be 311 favored if fitness differences between the strategies early in life mattered, as well as at the adult 312 stage where selection acts in our model. While increasing amplification allows sRNA levels 313 to accumulate faster ( Figure S2 ), only the transmission of sRNA transcripts from parents to 314 offspring (r germ > 0) allows high levels of sRNA to be reached early in life (Figure 3) , buffering 315 juveniles from stressful environments. 316 Figure 4 : Selection for a fixed amplification rate (b + > 0; strategy B in left panels) and transmission of sRNA transcripts (r + germ > 0; strategy C in right panels) in a resident population of strategy A (b − = 0 and r − germ = 0). Upper panels show default dynamics (transcription rate optimal for strategy A), and bottom panels show dynamics slowed by a factor 0.75. Strategies A-C do not have a plastic response to the environment and so the curves are insensitive to the order of environments encountered (p ). Blue shaded regions denote weak selection coefficients (| s + |≤ 0.001). We first consider mutants only capable of somatic changes in amplification rate based on 323 the current environment (strategy D). Because such mutants increase the production of sRNA 324 specifically when the environment is stressful, strategy D mutants can be selectively advanta-325 geous (s + > 0) compared to the resident strategy A ( Figure 5 ; red curves). Because the response 326 is restricted to the soma, the similarity in environments experienced by parents and offspring 327 does not affect selection for the plastic strategy D (red curves are insensitive to changes in p 328 across the panels in Figure 5 ). The selective benefit of strategy D is strongest at intermediate 329 degrees of responsiveness to the environment (P + b ), reflecting a balance between the benefits of 330 having some plasticity and the costs of responding precisely. 331 Figure 5 : Selection on strategies that amplify sRNA in response to environmental conditions (strategies D-F). Red curves represent strategy D. Black curves represent the mean selection coefficient across different realizations (gray curves) of environmental scenarios with a given probability that parents and offspring encounter the same environment (p ). Blue shaded regions denote weak selection coefficients (| s + |≤ 0.001).
Evolution of environmentally responsive sRNA amplification and inheritance
Selection for plastic sRNA amplification depends strongly on the cost of plasticity. Increasing this cost from C b = 2C n to C b = 10C n eliminated the benefits of strategy D under the default 333 parameters ( Figure S4 ). Essentially, because we allow strategy A to evolve first towards its plastic strategies E and F over the wildtype (compare Figures 5 and S4 ).
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Having both a plastic somatic and germline response (strategy E) is particularly favored 346 when the environment remains the same for several generations (high p ). By contrast, a plastic 347 response restricted to the germline (strategy F) is never as strongly advantageous, because the 348 restriction of amplification changes to the germline provides a fitness benefit only when the 349 current and parental environments are both stressful. As a consequence, strategy F is rarely 350 favored over the fixed wildtype strategy A when the environment varies frequently between 351 parents and offspring (p = 0.11, 0.53).
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Even when fitter than strategy A ( Figure 5 ), plastic mutants allowing the amplification rate 353 to be transmitted across generations (strategies E and F, gray and black curves) are generally 354 less fit than strategy D that has only a somatic response to the current environment (red 355 curves). Again, we hypothesize that this is due to our choice of default parameters, which allow 356 sRNA levels to reach optimal levels within a generation for strategy A, limiting the benefits 357 of the "headstart" that could be provided to offspring in stressful environments that inherit a 358 higher amplification rate from their parents. Again, if we slow down the dynamics (multiplying 359 the within-generation parameters b, d, m, and µ by 0.75), transgenerational inheritance is much 360 more commonly favored ( Figure 6 ), especially if plasticity and its associated costs are low (small 361 C b · P b ).
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Finally, we explore the selective advantage of mutations altering the germline transmission 363 of sRNA in the context of plastic sRNA amplification by determining the full two-dimensional 364 fitness landscape with respect to both plasticity in amplification rate (P + b > 0) and sRNA Figure 6 : Selection on strategies that amplify sRNA in response to environmental conditions (strategies D, E and F), when the dynamics of sRNA within an individual are slowed to 0.75 times the original speed, preventing sRNA levels from reaching optimal levels within one generation. See Figure 5 for additional details.
transmission (r + germ > 0). For ease of presentation, we randomly selected one environmental 366 scenario with low environmental similarity (p = 0.11) and one scenario with high environmental 367 similarity (p = 0.89) to illustrate the fitness surface ( Figure S5 ). For these parameters, the 368 highest fitness strategies never involve inheritance of sRNA transcripts (the fitness maxima 369 illustrated by black points in Figure S5 occur at r + germ = 0). Thus, as we found with strategy 370 C, plasticity does not inherently favor the transmission of sRNA transcripts when the within-371 generation dynamics are fast enough for sRNA levels to reequilibrate by the time that selection 372 acts. We predict that if the wildtype is constrained (e.g., with slow sRNA dynamics within a Figure S3 : Production of sRNAs (n) given different transcription and degradation rates, under wildtype conditions (b − = 0, r − germ = 0 and P − b = 0; left), and its geometric mean fitness (W GEO ) under fluctuating environmental conditions ( = 0.5; right). The black circle indicates the intrinsic degradation rate (d = 0.1) and transcription rate (µ − = 0.736) that was optimal with = 0.5 and was used across the study. Figure S4 : Invasiveness of strategies D, E and F when the cost of plasticity (C p ) is ten times higher than the cost of sRNA production (C n ). See Figure 5 for additional details. Figure S5 : Invasiveness of strategies D, E and F (P b > 0) coupled with transmission of sRNA transcrips to offspring (r germ > 0). Black points indicate the highest geometric mean fitness relative to strategy A (selection coefficient). Dashed lines indicate s + = 0, separating selectively beneficial parameter combinations from detrimental combinations.
